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Climb up on a 

volcanic ridge 

above the dry land, 

look out over that 

vast expanse of 

blasted rock, 

blistered cactus, and 

stinking shrubs, their shapes wavering 

in the noontime heat. A word may 

eventually float up out of your mouth, 

crossing your dry tongue and parched 

lips. It will sound something like 

desertum, or desierto, dizzered, or 

maybe daze-hurt. Such a word will 

suddenly rise, like an unexpected 

whirlwind, sweeping other images 

away. 

Desertus. A place "left wasted, 

barren, forsaken or abandoned," or 

"an uninhabited and uncultivated tract 

of country." 

By the time you've reached the top of that ridge and 

scanned the horizon in all directions, such a word might gain 

definition. At first glance, it all looks like one huge 

godforsaken experiment in emptiness. "Desert," you mutter 

under your breath. In this case, Sonoran Desert, straddling 

the U.S.-Mexico border, a hundred thousand square miles of 

sparse subtropical scrub laced with giant cactus, yuccas, and 

other such oddities . "You came here to see that big bunch of 

nothing?" I heard a waitress in a small-town cafe scoff at 

some tourists one time. 

We all know what she means, but at the same time, 

living in any desert is a kind of "now you see it, now you 

don't" proposition. While that waitress is in the "now you 

don't" mode, I'm sitting out here-below the ridge you have 

climbed-up to my elbows with the "now you see ' ems." 

Somewhere down there where the dust settles, nestled 

behind a big mesquite tree, I'm trying to deal with a big 

bunch of rowdy neighbors: raucous white-necked ravens 

making fun of me, big-eared antelope jackrabbits who don't 

miss a snitch of gossip, bean-eating bruchid beetles who 

spoil all my food, skinny-assed coyotes who steal me blind, 
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as well as tree lizards and pincushion cacti and other lives 

too numerous to mention. Humans among them. 

There are some desert dwellers who are willing to admit 

that this place is full of other lives, but who ignore the fact 

that an ancient human presence is also deeply etched into 

the skin of American deserta. One such desert rat was 

Edward Abbey, who often climbed ridges like the one that 

served as your overlook. Once on top, he'd take a hit of 

tequila, then scrawl in his notebook a lovely, ethereal 

passage such as: "Light. Space. Light and space without 

time, I think, for this is a country with only the slightest 

traces of human history." 

If this place was abandoned or unoccupied by humans 

any time since Sonoran Desert plants arrived here more than 

8,500 years ago, it was never for very long. I'm constantly 

coming across stuff that reminds me that other people have 

been here for an interminably long time: a Clovis point, or 

"yarrahead," as cowboys here are fond of calling them; 

crescent-shaped stone knives for trimming off the spiny 

(continued on page 2) 
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DESERT FOLLIES and BORDERLINE FOOLS 
leaves of mescal; shards of painted pottery traded in from 

hundreds of miles away; rock-pile shrines left below arches 

of volcanic rock. 

I sometimes see or hear other signs of life--{)r of 

death-whose origins I can't be sure about. A barn owl flies 

out of the tree next to me just as a Mexican Yaqui friend 

tells me that his uncle has died. Lights move through the 

desert like the headbeams on old Model Ts, then fade away, 
no auto behind them. I hear my name called from the edge 

of a water hole recently fllied by the summer rains; when I 

arrive, only spadefoot toads are present. They're grunting, 

trying to mate before the pond goes dry. 

There may be some pretty good reasons why you and I 

and the ghosts of Ed Abbey, Mary Austin, and Joseph Wood 

Krutch fail to hear or see everything we ought to from up on 

that ridge. We've probably all read in some western history 

book how this land has been defined by its natural poverty, 

its aridity, so we don't expect much. Page after page has 

told us about waterless, treeless stretches of the desert, of its 

lousy capacity for supporting other lives, those of our kind 

in particular. At best, such books will grant that its pre

sumed emptiness offers a stark, sterile beauty, one that's 

form-fit for postcards, calendars, and posters. No wonder we 

carry in our heads a range of pictures that sweep out of sight 

any evidence that there are living, breathing homebodies 
down there in the Big Empty. Life has been airbrushed out 

of the picture, like so many scars and scratches on a bathing 

beauty's leg of leisure. If Nature has to be pretty as a pinup, 

most of us get left out of the scene. 

Trouble is, most desert dwellers are too ornery to stay 

out of the picture for long. We're like the rake that you left 

out in the yard, then accidentally 

walked over in the dark: we pop 

up and smack you between the 

eyes. 

So much for the tranquillity 

that many outsiders associate 

with desert lands. I've hung 

around too many rancherfas 

where burros honk and roosters 

crow all night, and too many 

tinajas where livestock competes 

with wild fauna to believe I'm in 

the land of the serene. Light and 

space without time, without the 
traces of human history? The 

dark tracks of cultural histories are brilliantly illuminated in � 

the desert; some of them glow radioactively. I've camped 

too many times in bombing ranges during the contrived 

wars of the military and heard too many cows moaning on 

overgrazed ranges that look as bad as the bombed ones. 

The old-timers will tell you that this is the noisiest, 

most populous land they can imagine. It is swarming with 

sonorous voices. It is peopled not only by humans and their 
pets and livestock, but by forty-foot cacti, boojums, and 

ocotillo. You see the constant wave of their arms, enticing 

you to come over and look at what they are up to. 

Giants of the cactus and ocotillo clans are not the only 

plants here that project their own personalities, their own 

strategies for rooting and fruiting in this place. Each plant 

here seems to have come upon its own weird ways of 

dealing with the heat, the drought, the catastrophic freezes, 

the salty or silty or limy or lava soils. When you stack it up 

against other deserts, the Sonoran has a wider range of plant 

shapes and sizes than any other desert. Roughly a fourth of 

the 2,500 plants here never get beyond the natural bound

aries of the Sonoran region. This is their paradise. 

If I have so far neglected to give animals their due, 

that's because the winged, legged, and tailed ones come and 

go, hiding or sleeping for long portions of the day. When 

they are active, though, they want you to know about it: the 

western diamond-back's sudden rattle on the side of the 

trail; the mulling and bubbling of Gambel's quail as they 

drop from their overnight roosts. 

It is often assumed that desert dwellers are typically 
rural folk who don't have the wherewithal to leave, who 

barely eke out a living through what they can scavenge, 

steal, or beg. 

Nevertheless, 

there are more 

warm bodies in 

desert cities than 

elsewhere in this 

land. On the U.S. 
side of the line, 
the Sonoran 

Desert is more 

citified than New 

England or the 

upper Midwest. 

There are other 
(cont'd on p. 4) 
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Changing of the Guard: Angelo Joaquin, Jr., replaces Mahina 

Drees as Native Seeds Director (the messy desk and laughter remain). 

By the NS/S staff 

It was the beauty of the seeds, she always says, that 

sparked her resolve to safeguard and pass on this living 

heritage of Southwest native peoples. For the last eleven 

years, as co-founder and director of Native Seeds/SEARCH, 

Mahina Drees has shepherded our "funky, little" conserva

tion group from kitchen table meetings, backyard gardens, 

and home refrigerators to an organization with three offices 

in two states and its own gardens. She has overseen the 

development of multiple initiatives to help protect the 

ancient farming traditions and wild crop relatives of our 

region and the fast growth of a seed and craft business to 

help support it all. 

Despite the demands, Mahina has never lost sight of 

what she sees as the primary mission of Native Seeds/ 

SEARCH-to preserve the seeds that have been passed to 

us for safekeeping. Over the years, she has become expert at 

identifying and classifying the dozen or more landraces of 

com from the Greater Southwest. Her knowledge is based 

on direct field experience in the mountains and lowlands of 

northwest Mexico as well as countless hours of measuring 

ears, counting rows and kernels, and observing the colors 

and shapes of both. In her home garden she continues to 

grow out rare and endangered seeds and supply us with 

chiles, com, beans, and herbs. 

In her role as part-time administrator, Mahina has shown 

a keen eye for finding the right people to fill various slots, 

and then letting them operate on their own initiative and in 

their own ways. Now, Mahina is stepping aside to devote 

more time to Unknown Mexico, the crafts business she and 

Barney Bums have nurtured to support in situ conservation 

in Mexico, to her lyrical music making, and to the seeds she 

has loved and guarded these many years. 

Stepping in as director is Angelo Joaquin, Jr., who has 

served on the Native Seeds board of directors for the last 

four years and, as a staff member, has directed Native 

American outreach efforts and the Diabetes Project for the 

last two years. He has served as liaison to the Traditional 

Native American Farmers Association since its inception. 

Angelo, a member of the Tohono 0' odham Nation, has 

introduced thousands of people to the infectious rhythms of 

Waila music, the social dance music of his tribe, through 

the annual Waila Festival in Tucson and other festivals. 

Previously, Angelo served as acting director of the Tohono 

O'odham Nation Water Resources Department, managed 

community development projects for Save the Children and 

served as a tribal housing commissioner. 

At this time of change, it's heartening to reflect on how 

much our two directors have in common. Mahina and 

Angelo both love to laugh-often as not at themselves

which says a lot about life at Native Seeds/SEARCH, 

where the ridiculous usually overpowers the sublime. Their 

desks both look like battlefields, although Angelo wins the 

award for Most Impressive In-Box. They enjoy people and 

challenges as much as they enjoy plants. They have lives

big, full, unmanageable lives-beyond the organization, 

which helps to keep our work in perspective. 

In sum, as we change our leadership, we move from 

laughter to laughter, competence to competence. The style 

changes a little, but the vision and commitment remain. 

Most organizations should be so lucky . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Munch a Brunch with Mahina and Angelo 
Join us for a brunch buffet on Sunday, March 12, as 

we honor outgoing executive director Mahina Drees and 

her successor, Angelo Joaquin, Jr. The event, which runs 

from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., will take place at our work-in

progress, the Sylvester House, 2130 N. Alvernon Way, 
Tucson. Your donation of $25 per person supports the 

• ongoing development of the Sylvester House. 

: The menu, catered by Sous Chef, will include: 
• • Chicken in pipian sauce 
• 

• Tricolor po sole terrine with chile sauce 
• 

• • Wild rice and Rio Zape bean salad 
• 

• Sliced fruit 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• White sage bread 

• Pinon torte with lemon curd 

• Coffee and tea 
• Reservations required! Please use the form below to 
• 

RSVP by Wednesday, March 8. 
• 

• Come visit with Mahina and Angelo, tour the spring 
• gardens at Sylvester House, and enjoy traditional desert 
• 

• foods, gourmet style! 

__ Yes! I1we will be joining you for brunch on 

Sunday, March 12. Check enclosed for $ ___ _ 

($25 per person). 

__ Sorry, I will not be able to attend. Here's a dona-

tion of $ to help with the Sylvester House Project. 

Name(s): __________ _____ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Please make checks payable to Native Seeds/SEARCH, 

and send to 2509 N. Campbell #325, Tucson, AZ 85719. 
Thank you! (For those attending the brunch, $15 per 

person is tax deductible.) 
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FOLLIES and FOOLS (cont'd tromp. 2) 
residents who are not so sure they want to be out on the land. 
The slickers and Okies and chilangos and californicadores 

who have stormed into the Sonoran Desert since World War 
II are part of the largest human migration in history. They 
are a wave in the colonization and Coca-Cola-nization of 
western North America by those with European, Asian, and 
African blood. The colonistas give the place the fa�ade of 

the frontier, but underneath it all are the bedrock-solid 
ancient cultures, las indigenas, who know the desert's dry 
spells and downpours, its floods and infestations. 

Some are known as the Gila, Pima, Papago, Lowland 

Pima, Sand Papago-they call themselves 0' odham-and 
now farm on both sides of the border. Others are Yoemem
Yaqui and Mayo. And beyond are the Quechan, Cucupa, and 
Maricopa, with their fields along the Colorado and Gila 
Rivers, and the Chemehuevi, Walapai, Yavapai, and 
Havasupai who live up the watersheds from them. 

Not all the old cultures took to farming. Some desert 
dwellers remained nomadic until fIfty or sixty years ago, 
preferring the taste and texture of wild foods or periodically 
raiding neighboring farms during harvest time. Among them 
are the Dineh--certain Apache bands who showed up just a 
few centuries ago-and the Kunkaak, the hardy hunter
gatherers of the Sea of Cortes coast, known to most outsid
ers as the Serio 

Here and there remain a few Opata, a few Paipai, a few 
transplanted Kickapoo. And there are other people who 
don't call themselves Indian, who nevertheless live as 
though they are natives in this land. They speak of the dirt, 
the rocks, the waterflows, the medicines, and the creatures 
with vernacular vocabularies that you can't find in any 
dictionary. Each of those vocabularies is probably worthy of 
a lifetime of study, for they tell things about the land that 
book-learned Spanish and English can't even approach. 

While getting to know the desert intimately, these rural 
dwellers have left their share of disastres, lagrimas, and 
half-baked schemes all over the land. Rather than singing in 
perfect pitch with other desert voices, they still sound like a 
nortefio band warming up for an all-night dance. They just 
keep on tuning up their instruments and improvising, as if no 
one is listening or watching. But when they stop for a 

moment, they may catch the reverberations of their own 
echoing voices or look up and see their own reflections, like 
mirages in the desert sky. 

There is a window---or rather, a mirror-in the middle of 
this desert. It is called the U.S.-Mexico border. For more 
than two hundred miles and nearly one hundred fifty years, 
it has sliced through the desert's heart to remind us that the 
cultures on either side of the line affect this land in distinc
tive ways. It seldom makes us look pretty, and often makes 
us look absurd. We have become the fools in the desert's 
funhouse mirrof. ... The image that the border mirror reveals 
can seldom be gained in any other light, in any other land. 

(From the Preface to Nabhan's and Klett's new 
book, Desetf legends: Re-storying the Sonoran 
Borderlands. Reprinted with permission. To order, 
send $45 plus $6 shipping to NS/S.) 

Tarahumara Famine Relief; 

Sierra Madre Project Update 
By Barney T. Burns 

The severe plight of the Tarahumara Indians of Chihua
hua, Mexico, whose corps have been decimated by drought, 
has been highlighted in the U.S. and Mexican media. The 
situation first came to light last September in Creel at the 
Santa Teresita Children's Hospital, which was filled with 
sick and starving babies. More sad news came from the 
village of Munerachi in October, where eight children died 
on one of the village's eight mesas in one week. The rains 
were late all over the mountains this past summer, but the 
Sierra Tarahumara's deep canyons and areas east of the 
continental divide received very little moisture. 

Harvests in many areas were extremely poor, and in some 
cases failed completely. Many families had only enough 
food to last one or two months. The rains west of the divide 
were especially heavy this summer, but a widespread hail 
storm in July severely damaged corn and bean crops all 
around the Basseachic and Uraguachic areas. 

If you are among the many who wish to help, do not try 
to send food, clothing, or bedding to the region. Relief 
workers tell us that cash donations are the best way to avoid 
transportation costs and endless red tape at the border for 
relief supplies. Clearly mark funds for FOOD RELIEF and 
send to one of the following groups: 

• Tarahumara Children's Hospital Fund, Box 24039, 

New Orleans, LA 70184. Attn: Louis Verplancken, SJ. 
• Coordinacion Estadal de la Tarahumara, Calle 

Adolfo Lopez Mateos S-N, Creel, Chihuahua, MEXICO. 
c/o C. Luis Octavo Hijar Rivera 

Both are coordinating relief efforts to avoid duplication. 
Donations to the Childrens Hospital are tax deductible. Your 
help is sincerely appreciated and will not be wasted. 

Maintaining Sierra Madre Communities 

Native Seeds is currently involved in a number of 
interrelated projects in the Sierra Madre of Chihuahua. All 
have the same goal: Helping traditional farmers remain 
farmers in viable Indian communities. 

The Garden/Orchard project administered by Juan Daniel 
Villalobos of Creel, Chihuahua, is ahead of schedule. 
Construction of the 28 garden/orchard sites in the villages of 
Rowerachi and Raramuchi is almost complete. An excellent 
greenhouse has been built in Creel, and seed beds for a wide 
variety of pines, oaks, cedars, junipers, ashes, and madrono 
trees have been planted. Wild tree seedlings are already 
beginning to sprout and grow. 

Dr. Robert Bye is finalizing plans to send his team of 
researchers into the Munerachi, Chihuahua, area. They will 
evaluate the harvesting of sotol and beargrass fibers to 
determine whether they are being overharvested in this 
productive center of Tarahumara basket making. The study 
of current and potential eco-tourism in the Sierra 

Tarahumara is also progressing. Chris Cutler, Pedro Palma, 

(continued on page 6) 



Intellectual Property Rights: 
A Forum of Ideas and Views 

Over the last year, through conferences, workshops, meetings, and personal exchanges with members of eighteen tribes 

and cultural communities in the Greater Southwest, Native Seeds/SEARCH has engaged in intensive discussions about 
cultural equity and the rights of native peoples to protect their knowledge about plants and animals. 

We present here a forum of views and information about this rapidly evolving issue of intellectual property rights. 
Included are principles endorsed by our Board of Directors; results from a survey about cross-cultural issues; and an 
overview of attempts to control germplasm, including the recent patenting of native colored cotton. As we continue to 
explore the issues, we invite you to join in the discussion. We hope to print your responses and opinions in the future. 

Native SeedS/SEARCH Principles for Honoring Indigenous Knowledge 
The Native Seeds Board of Directors has endorsed the 

following 12 tenets for safeguarding indigenous knowledge 

about wild and domesticated plants and animals that 

traditionally were used, managed, conserved, or revered. 

This is our fir.st step in articulating principles for cross

cultural understanding and equity. Because our legal and 

moral understanding of the issues is rapidly growing and 

changing, we expect our statement to evolve. 

1. Cultures should use, manage, or conserve their 

traditional medicines, foods, and ceremonial plants and 

animals in their own ways, according to their own cultural 

and historical backgrounds. Orally transmitted indigenous 

science has as much validity in its context as "Western" or 

"Eastern" sciences do in their contexts. Traditional healers, 

farmers and taxonomists should be honored as intellectual 

equals to Western doctors, farmers and taxonomists. 

2. We support the reaffirmation and restoration by 

indigenous peoples of their traditional ways of healing and 

feeding themselves. Foods and medicines from outside 

sources may not be culturally, metaboically or economically 

suitable. 

3. All people need to respect and refrain from abusing or 

intruding upon indigenous knowledge and practices regard

ing plants and animals. This knowledge may be restricted to 

a single tribe, clan, or gender, or restricted to a single season 

or traditionally dedicated site. 

4. We encourage wider recognition of the ways in which 

land-based cultures conserve plant and animal resources. It 

is well documented that many indigenous peoples tradition

ally sow, replant and ritually encourage sacred and medici

nal plants. If not harvested or cared for in the traditional 

ways, plants may decline or weaken in strength. 

S. We encourage the emergence of a cross-cultural 

conservation ethic from the recognition that all peoples 

depend upon plants and animals for their survival and well

being and that many traditions have developed their own 

ways of conserving local plants and animals. 

6. Traditionally used plants and animals currently 

require protection from overuse and other pressures if they 

are to be preserved for future generations. Everyone loses if 

plants or animals go extinct. 

7. Because of language loss and disruption of oral 

traditions, indigenous knowledge about plants and animals 

is becoming as endangered as the plants and animals 

themselves. Traditional knowledge about plants and animals 

needs to be passed on by experienced elders to younger 

generations through their own means of instruction. 

S. Plants and animals retain healing power and spirit 

only if harvested and used properly. The abuse of this power 

may be dangerous to users or to the plants and animals. 

9. There are other dangers and disadvantages to taking 

traditional medicinal, ceremonial, or culinary knowledge out 

of traditional contexts. Such dangers need to be more widely 

discussed among practitioners, researchers, users, 

commercializers and communities, on- and off-reservations. 

10. Cultures that gain from the traditional botanical or 

zoological knowledge of another culture should return 

benefits to the communities from which this knowledge was 

derived. These benefits might include monetary or 

nonmonetary compensation (such as educational opportuni

ties, material donations and/or community development and 

land rights assistance), but the communities should have the 

say about the kinds and distribution of the compensation. 

11. Tribal or nontribal researchers who seek to work 

with indigenous communities or on their traditional lands 

need to state clearly what kinds of information or samples 

they seek, how they might be used, and who might benefit. 

They should respect the guidelines of both community 

leaders and traditional practitioners. For example, research

ers should record and publish only information about 

medicinal herbs that herbalists believe necessary to keep 

users from being injured by the plant, while at the same time 

protecting the plant and indigenous rights to it. In some 

cases, written descriptions are intrinsically improper for 

recording information, and other means must be considered. 

12. Native Seeds/SEARCH encourages and will provide 

technical assistance to any cultural communities in our 

region wishing to formulate, adopt, and enforce plant and 

wildlife protection ordinances (like those of the Gila River 

Indian Community) or cultural preservation ordinances (like 

those of the Hopi Reservation). We invite communities to 

stipulate their own guidelines for collecting, interpreting, or 

repatriating cultural resources. We will take into account 

any cultural-specific concerns about what is interpreted, 

exhibited, or recorded through our programs, events, and 

publications, and will involve community representatives in 

the formulation and review of future programs. 



Survey Results: Solving Cross-Cultural Conflicts 
Last September, a survey sent to about 100 Native 

Americans and their collaborators in museums, 
nongovernment organizations and universities asked 

participants to respond to eight hypothetical stories that 

reflected the complex nature of ethical conflicts within and 

between cultures. The stories posed thorny dilemmas 

concerning Native American language and literature, land 

claims, plant lore, ceremonial objects, sacred places and 

cultural values. 
The survey was among the documents prepared for an 

Intellectual Property Rights conference held in October at 

the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and sponsored by the 
museum, Arizona State Museum, its advisory group, 

University of Arizona American Indian Studies Program, 

and Native Seeds. 
In addition to "yes" and "no" questions, respondents 

were asked to suggest ways to resolve, mitigate or avoid the 

problems posed in the stories. Many creative "solutions" 
were suggested. Several general principles emerged that can 

help guide the future behavior of researchers, scientists, and 
all others engaged in cross-cultural work: 

• For projects involving research publications or art 

(including photography), protocols and informed consent 
need to be established in advance; 

Sierra Madre (continuedjrom page 4) 

Enrique Salm6n, and Barney Burns are surveying tour 
operators about their practices and future plans. The goal is 
to foster more cooperation between tour operators and local 

communities. 

Dr. Suzanne Nelson is examining the potential of non
timber forestry resources available from the Sierra 

Tarahumara. She has already reviewed numerous plant 
resources and is beginning to focus on a few that appear 
most likely to provide some sort of economic alternatives to 
the present system of extractive logging and pulping. NS/S 
hopes to develop preliminary designs for community model 
projects based on the results of this research. 

During November, additional overflights were made of 

the Sierra Tarahumara to survey old-growth forest areas. 
Detailed video and still photos were taken so that virgin 

stands of old-growth forest can be identified and used as 

"study sites" for a supervised classification of several 
LANDSAT images from NASA. The analysis will allow us 
to locate almost all the virgin stands of old-growth forest in 

Chihuahua and many in northern Durango and Sinaloa. This 

knowledge will be invaluable in helping the Tarahumara 

preserve what little is left of their virgin forests. 

• Both tribal elders and elected officials need to be 

consulted when commercial opportunities or potential 

conflicts arise; 

• Conflict mediation should precede confrontation; 

• Creative solutions can arise out of group problem 

solving if people sincerely want the problem to be solved; 
• Both tribal members and their non tribal associates need 

to communicate their ethical standards very clearly and 

negotiate when "gray areas" are interpreted differently. It is 
best not to assume that someone intentionally wronged an 
individual or community. 

Here are some of the dilemmas posed in the stories: 

• A story about control of medicinal plants was 

adapted from a scenario developed by the Society of 

Economic Botany. Two scientists respond in different ways 
to the interests of a chemical company that want to market a 

malaria mosquito repellent derived from a tree formerly 
utilized by only one tribe. 

Responses pointed out that the tribe's traditional, as well 

as elected, officials should be part of the discussion, rather 
than an outside scientist deciding what is best for the tribe. 

If the tribe allows the tree's chemical to be developed, the 

company should have a short-term, limited license that 

reverts to the tribe, and tribal royalties should be earmarked 

for uses agreeable to traditional leaders. Since 
overharvesting the tree will benefit no one, the tribe might 

encourage research into synthesizing the chemical, but " f/. 
should still receive royalties. 

• A story about access to and commercialization of an 
early anthropologist's drawings of ceremonies that are 
no longer open to non-Indian visitors involves the tribe 

asking a poster company not to market reproductions of the 

drawings. However, a tribal artist independently studies 

them and uses them as a point of departure for his own 
salable artwork. 

The tribe needs to set up a policy, said respondents, so 

that commercial companies and tribal artists are not caught 

in a cross-fire. There should be no double standards for 
tribal versus nontribal artists if the ceremony is restricted: 
sacred is sacred, and commerce is commerce. 

• A story about Indian corn that has been bred into 
commercial corn, resulting in substantial profits for a 
seed company, poses the typical story of com donated to a 

government seed bank by an Indian farmer who befriended 

a non-Indian botanist. A private seed company obtains the 
com and uses certain of its traits to breed a commercial 
variety. When the scientist learns of the com's economic 

value, he suggests that his friend's tribe be given royalties in 

the form of a scholarship fund. However, another tribe also 

claims the com, as does a multi-tribal clan. 

Respondents suggested that the seed company ask both 
tribes how benefits should be distributed. The company is 

also a player, since it "discovered" a previously unused trait. 

r 
Clan members from both tribes should join the discussion, 

and each tribe's view of "clan sovereignty" should be 
considered. 
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Plants and Seeds as "Intellectual Property" 
The following excerpts provide background on how 

companies and individuals are receiving patent-like 

protection for seed varieties originally bred by native 

peoples and other anonymous farmers. First, Tucson lawyer 

Michael McNulty details some of the history of attempts to 

control seeds (taken from his address to the Traditional 

Native American Farmers Association, 11/94). Then in 

excerpts from the November 1993 RAFI Communique 
(Rural Advancement Foundation International, P.O. Box 

655, Pittsboro, NC 27312), Hope Shand relates the 

"biopiracy" of the colored cottons of the Americas. (The 

brown cotton NS/S offers is not a protected variety.) 

History 
The idea that one could control the successive uses of 

seeds-and that germplasm can be private property- is a 
radical concept. Past attempts to protect seeds proved futile. 
Several hundred years ago, the Dutch, who then owned the 

Molucca Islands, tried to concentrate clove and nutmeg 

production on a few plantations. They sent out search 

parties to destroy all the plants outside the plantations. 

Brazil prohibited the sale or exportation of rubber trees 
or seeds in the 19th century. However, the Royal Botanic 

Gardens sneaked botanists into the Amazon to spirit away 
rubber tree saplings to Southeast Asian plantations. Today, 

Goodyear and Firestone own vast Asian rubber plantations, 

while Brazil has a mere 5 percent of the market. 
In the 1840s and 1850s, when the U.S. was opening the 

West to settlement, the government ordered the navy and 

U.S. consulates to collect food seeds around the world that 
might grow in the West. U.S. Congressmen distributed 
millions of seed packets between 1860 and 1910. Even 
today, the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA) continues to 
collect some 10,000 seed accessions each year worldwide. 

The transition in America from a million farms with a 
huge variety of seeds to a few seed companies selling 

almost all seed has been rapid. Seed companies formed 
trade associations as far back as 1870 to try to apply U.S. 
patent laws to seeds. They were dramatically unsuccessful 
for a long time. The first inroads were made in 1930 with 
the Plant Protection Act, which allowed only the patenting 

of asexually reproduced plants, cuttings, grafts, etc. 

Forty years later, Congress passed the Plant Variety 
Protection Act. While this is not a patent statute, it does 
present many of the same opportunities of a patent law. It 
allows the developer of a new variety to maintain control for 
18 years over the reproduction of plants grown from 

sexually reproduced plants. The monopoly is incomplete, 
however. First, others can conduct "research" into your 
variety and create varieties based upon the germplasm in the 
protected seed. Second, farmers who purchase the protected 
variety can sell the crop they produce-but only to other 

farmers. The extent of the "farmers' exemption" is currently 
being litigated before the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Currently in the United States, 99% of all com, 95% of 

all sorghum, and 90% of all sugar beets, and so on, arc 

planted from seeds protected and sold by seed companies, 
most of which are owned by multinational pharmaceutical 
and oil corporations. 

Biopiracy of Colored Cotton 
Natural colored cotton varieties were not invented in the 

1980s. All descend largely from Central and South Ameri
can parental stocks created by indigenous peoples. Even 
more important, these cotton varieties are not the product of 

"primitive" farming communities, but continue to be grown 
today by thousands of indigenous farmers in the Americas. 

Sally V. Fox is best known for promoting commercial
scale production of natural and organic colored cottons. Her 
company is the largest seller of colored cotton in the U.S. In 

1990, Fox received plant patents for two varieties of natural 
colored COllon, "Coyote" and "Green." As the "owner," 
Fox's patent-like protection gives her the right to exclude 
others from selling the two varieties or reproducing, 

importing, or exporting them without permission until the 

year 2008. 

But Sally Fox got her seeds from a USDA collection. 
The germplasm was originally collected by Dr. Gus Hyer in 
Mexico or Central America. To develop her varieties, Fox 

did what farmers have done for centuries-selected seeds 
for certain characteristics over a number of growing 

seasons. This breeding work, though labor-intensive and 

time-consuming, was not especially difficult because it 
began with improved seeds. Fox selected for lint color and 
fiber quality, with the objective of breeding a colored 
cotton with a lint suitable for mechanized spinning. 

Fox received patents for breeding distinct, uniform, and 
stable varieties of colored cotton. Now competing with 

Fox's company is BC COllon, Inc., of Bakersfield, CA, 

which has developed red, brown, ivory and green colored 
cotton varieties. They do not plan to apply for patent rights. 

Meanwhile, in Peru, groups are working to conserve 
native colored coltons to support farmers and artisans. Most 
colored collon grows as a perennial shrub. In areas of 
subsurface water, it can grow up to 5 meters high, with 
annual yields of over 10 kilograms per plant. It is remark

ably pest and disease resistant, and thrives in marginal soils 
with lillie or no rainfall. 

The Native Cotton Project of Peru has recovered and 

stabilized six color lines from traditional farmer varieties 
(Iandraces). The Project maintains 75 landraces of white and 

naturally pigmented fiber lines. In 1992, about 300 metric 
tons of colored organic colton were produced, most ex
ported to the U.S., Europe and Japan. Ironically, the native 
colored cottons have to compete with proprietary varieties 
that are ultimately of Third World origin. 

The conflict between breeders' and farmers' rights is not 

new. The patent-like claims are a particularly striking 
example of the inequities of a plant intellectual property 
system that rewards the contribution of a modem plant 

breeder, with no corresponding recognition for the original 
innovators-anonymous farmers, both past and present. 



Your Garden 

From Andy Ward, Hereford, AZ 
As you probably know, it was an extraordinary fire 

season, which left little time for farming. The rains began 
June 17 here, so I planted Presidio Fronteras corn, Apache 
Cushaw squash, and Baja Azufrado, O'odham Pink and 

Bolitas beans. It continued raining for 4 days, then dried up. 
As of July 7, I had irrigated twice and almost everything was 
up. That was the last day I saw my crops for over two 
months. I left on July 8 for Young, AZ, where I was 

transferred to the hotshot crew. The man I hired to tend my 
fields moved in July, and I never found out till September. 
By that time, everything was dead except a lone squash 

plant. I feel awful bad about the death of all those seeds. 

From Mrs. C. A. Williams, Wickenburg, AZ 
It was a hot, dry summer. I planted the Ojo Caliente 

melon in May. We have harvested 6 melons out of 3 plants, 

with 3 more on the way (in September). They are very 

prolific as vines and look beautiful on our fence. I irrigated 

with our spring water. Our elevation is 2800 feet along 
Hassayampa River Canyon 16 miles north of Wickenburg. 
The vines seemed to do well in heat as long as they received 
enough water. When they ripen, they are good and sweet. I 

haven't had one tum yellow yet. They've weighed between 

3.5 and 7 pounds. I saved some of the seeds for myself and 
am enclosing some for you. They grow well in this area and 

resisted bugs pretty well-no spray used on these plants. 

From Timothy vB-O'Brien, San Jose, CA 
I wanted to let you know how your seeds did here in 

Silicon Valley. The samples I'm sending are from my 
Tarahumara Black Pinto bean crop. I am happy to report 

the success of this experimental crop. The time to the first 
dried beans was 100 days. I anticipate another 30 days 

before most of the mature beans are ready for harvest. These 
plants were grown on posts on an east-facing wall with drip 
irrigation. They did not !lower until after July 1, with the 
first beans toward month-end. The 8-foot-Iong vines wanted 
kept falling over when they hit the post tops. Beautiful 
purple !lowers with two types of the beans. These were plain 

green to dry and green with purple streaks. 
Taos Red beans-planted June 1. Slow to take off, but 

many pods eventually. Grew to 7 feet on strings. Green pods 
with deep shades of red. About 105 days to the first dry 
beans. Should be a good-sized crop for the number of plants. 
Chimayo chiles-didn't do very well here in the valley. 
Maybe next year. Tohono O'odham chiltepines-very 

slow. I did not know they liked shade! After about 2 months 
of keeping them alive in full sun, I dug them up and trans
planted them to a tall east-facing wall. If I can protect them 

from frost, I will keep them growing through the winter. 
These plants, though small, are beautiful. 

From H. R. Miller, Elwood, IN 

O-si-yo from Indiana. Reporting on all the seeds I 
received last spring, my first from you. 

Gourds. Acoma Rattle---only 4 from two plants. Plants 
dried up, and the early fruit shrunk. Apache Dipper
fantastic. About 12-15 good ones per vine, but 18-26-inch 
necks, instead of "up to 12 inches," as listed. Hopi Rattle
only 4 or 5 matured per vine after many set. I hand-polli
nated all gourds through JUly. Peyote Ceremonial-really 
great. Averaged about 60 per vine. Tarahumara Canteen

very slow starter and growth. Perhaps 1 or 2 will mature per 
vine. Aravaipa Canyon Mix-interesting mixture. Aver

aged 6-10 mature per plant. 
Devil's Claw. Multidaw---easy-to-grow. Prolific. 

Aguaro- didn't germinate. 
Beans. Hopi Red and Hopi Yellow limas-vines as big 

as my little finger; averaged 1 gallon unshelled per vine. 
Hopi Yellow bush beans-great growth, loaded with fruit. 

Yaqui String beans-much vine, few beans. 
May the Creator bless and keep you. °A-ho. 

From Eilif Aas, Vegarshei, Norway 

This year at 58°45" north was a little better than last-
117 days frost-free, hot and dry the first part of the summer 
and endless rain beginning 40 days after summer solstice. 

Tarahumara Apachito corn was the big surprise. Some 

plants had silks after 94 days (44 days after solstice; this was 
only 7 days more than Seneca White and the same as 
Mandan Red }<'lour). Dry cobs after 150 days. T. Apachito 
is the best com I have seen to survive so long after frost. 
Tarahumara Chato, Tarahumara Sitakame and 
Tarahumara Tepehuan Serrano are similar, but maybe not 

so hardy as Apachito. 
I had Tarahumara Tepehuan Serrano in the green

house. Very fast growing when if first started-220 cm in 24 

days, silks after 88 days, dry cobs after 140 days. 
Tohono O'odham 60-Day corn started very well with 

the hot and dry weather, but became moose-browse. 
Paiute amaranth is well suited to this climate. I har

vested tlle first seeds after 116 days. 
It was interesting to read about the Coban chiles that 



started again after winter storage. I'll try with the del Arbols. 

I read about Arizona Regis-TREE and the Tarahurnara 

orchards with great interest. Norway is not the native land of 

very many fruit trees-mostly apple and hazel. I have 
collected apple varieties for several years, looking for the 
same qualities as in the Regis-TREE. Norway is a place 
where genetic conservation is not really accepted, so it is 
good to hear from like-minded over there in America. 

From Steven A. Bobo, Indian Springs, NV 

By growing chiles in large pots here in the northern 

Mojave Desert, I can move them inside when colder weather 

comes and outside when the frost is gone. I've been able to 

harvest peppers year 'round from my perennials. To keep the 
plants producing, I clip off the fruits as soon as they ripen. 

Last summer by subjecting seedlings to periods of wilting 

drought and heat, I was able to select the stronger plants and 
carry them over to the winter. The del Arbol and Texas 
chiltepines did the best. After two years of trying, I finally 

have a chiletepin producing fruit! The germination rate was 
very low for the Texas chiltepin seeds (less than 10%), but 

the plants survived the intense heat of summer, and one 
made it through to winter. Growing the plants and saving the 

seeds has been immensely satisfying. 

In the 1920s, my grandfather worked on a large Califor

nia truck farm. The Mexican women prepared a special pinto 
bean dish using only bacon ends, ground meat, chiles and 
spices, with no tomatoes or onions. My father made this into 

his staple bachelor food, calling it "Bobo Beans." I cooked a 

batch using your epazote, oregano and chipotIe and gave 

some to a Mexican family living nearby. The father told me 

they were the best "Sonora" he had ever tasted. If anyone 

has information about this recipe, please let me know. 
Bobo Beans 

2 heaping cups pinto or Anasazi beans 
1.5 lb. slab bacon or bacon ends and pieces 
1.5 Ib lean ground beef or venison 

3 large cloves garlic 
1 large pinch oregano 
1 smaller pinch whole cumin seed 
3-4 dried red chile japones 

4-5 dried Thai chiles 
5-7 dried chiltepines 
Red chile powder, preferably with oregano and cumin 

Pick over the beans and wash. Add 6 cups water, soak 

overnight, and boil. 
When the beans are partly cooked, start cooking the 

meats. Chop the bacon, and render in a cast-iron skillet till 

brown. Drain off the grease and add the bacon to the beans. 
Fry the beef or venison in the skillet, breaking it up. 

Chop the garlic. Grind the oregano, cumin and chiles 

into a fine powder. (Don't rub your eyes!) Pass the ground 
spice mix under the nose of a loved one for good luck. 

When the meat starts to brown, lower heat and add 

garlic. Add the spices. Cook and stir a few minutes, then 

add enough chile powder to tum the meat slightly red. Stir 
and cook, then empty into the bean pot. Simmer for a few 
hours, adding water as needed and salt to taste. The longer 

the beans cook, the better. Don't let them burn. 

New Seed Collections from New Mexico 
By Brett Bakker, New Mexico Field Manager 

Thanks to a good harvest from the New Mexico grow

out fields, as well as expanded collection trips in the state, 
we are offering some exciting new accessions in the 1995 

Seedlisting (catalog numbers in parentheses). Those 

described below are only the highlights! Also look for 
Calabaza Mexicana squash, Rio Lucio Blue and Rio 
Lucio White corns, Casados Blue corn, Casados Native 
chile, La Mesilla fava and more! 

BEAN: Amarillo del Norte (PC12). A rare yellow 

bean raised at 8,000 feet in the Spanish village of Vadito. 

Once widespread throughout the Mora/Penasco area

we've so far found only two present-day growers. It seems 
to be the bean referred to as the Ancient Yellow by Fabian 

Garcia in New Mexico Beans (NM College of Agriculture 

Bulletin 105, March 1917). Garcia said that two crops of 
these short-season beans can be grown at lower elevations. 

CHILE: Wenk's Yellow Hot Pepper (D30). Collected 
ten years ago but only grown out in '94 at our New Mexico 

field. The late Erris Wenk raised and selected this thick
walled pepper. Turns from a waxy yellow to a bright orange 

or red. Likely descended from a commercial variety, its size 

varies from 2-4 112 inches. The shape is conical, tapering 
sharply from broad shoulders to a blunt point. Wenk Farms 
was one of the last commercial truck farms in 

Albuquerque's South Valley. 

CORN: Velarde Azul y Blanco (ZL75). Large, fat, 

mixed ears of blue and white dent/flour com from a Spanish 

family in Velarde at the northern end of the Espanola Valley. 
Casados Multicolor (ZL72). Spanish heirloom from one 

of the largest commercial yet traditional growers of the 
(continued on page 10) 

AMAZING BREAKTHROUGH! Rigorous research by 
the always intrepid Brett Bakker has resulted in his 
discovery of the foolproof squash bug repellent displayed 
here. ''The San Juan Pumpkin knocks 'em dead 
every time," reports Bakker in a peer-reviewed article. 



New Mexico Seeds (continuedjrom page 9) 

Espanola Valley in the village of EI Guique bordering San 

Juan Pueblo. Blue, white, red and yellow. 
Santo Domingo Pueblo Rainbow (ZF32). A beautiful 

range of colors from one of the most prolific and diverse 
farmers at the Pueblo. 

FA VA BEANS: Ojito Haba (FV6). Known in ancient 
Egypt, Greece and the Mediterranean, the haba (or fava) 

bean was one of the few legumes carried to the Americas by 
Spanish pobladores. Plant very early, and treat as you would 
peas for a late spring harvest. Some viejitos (elders) say that 
in the past, habas (pronounced AH-vahs) were sown in late 

fall for spring germination. These are not heat tolerant at all. 
Habas are sometimes cooked whole after drying or shelled 
fresh and boiled, but more popularly soaked, peeled and 
pan-roasted. Our source is a farmer from Chamisal who 

raises these in nearby Ojito. 
Colorado Haba (FV4). Grown on a small scale commer

cially in southern Colorado, these favas were purchased 
from various markets in Espanola, NM . Thanks to a series 

of grants for expanded seed collections, we hope soon to 

offer these and other southern Colorado heirlooms direct 

from their original sources. (Colorado members: Know of 
any growers of local heirloom seeds, especially in the San 

Luis Valley and San Juan Basin? Please contact Brett ! )  
GOURD: Santo Domingo Pueblo Striped Dipper 

(M37). With its 10001 2-inch handle and 4-6-inch bulb, this 
gourd comes in handy for dipping cool water to quench the 

thirst of dancers on Pueblo feast days. Light and dark-green 
stripes disappear as the gourd dries to a buff tan. 

PEAS: Alverjon Temporal (Q3). Literally "dry-farm 

pea," the original source for these soup peas is the same as 

for Manzano Yellow Dent com and Frijol en Seco pinto 
beans, all raised al temporal at 7,200 feet in the Manzano 

Mountains. A small round tan and green seed, the peas are 

allowed to dry in the pod, then shelled and cooked whole in 

porridge, soups or stews. 

Vadito (Q4). Another high-elevation Spanish accession, 
grown under irrigation. 

SQUASHES: San Juan Pueblo (Cucurbita 
argyrosperma) (EA7). A green-and-white-striped cushaw, 
some with a neck and others a squat, teardrop shape. Inside 
is a large seed cavity and yellow mild flesh. Traditionally, 

these are baked whole in an homo (outdoor adobe wood

fired oven) or used young for calabacitas (as summer 
squash with fresh com cut from the cob and green chile). 
Mature weight range: 4-20 pounds. In 1994, this cushaw 
proved tolerant of squash bugs (Anasa trista) until late in 
the season. Subsequent grow-outs are needed to test the 

reliability of this feature. Planting times, weather and soil 
health are all variables that affect resistance. From our New 
Mexico field. 

San Felipe Pueblo (c. argyrosperma) (EA6). Purchased 

directly from a very prolific farmer at the Pueblo, these are a 

hard-shelled warty dark green, some with bright orange 
blotches. As the dark green fades in storage, pale stripes 
appear. Mostly squat and roundish, a few fruits resemble the 
San Juan above. Uses are the same. 

La Madera Spanish Pumpkin (C. maxima) (EX4). A 
dense deep-orange-fleshed Hubbard-type squash, this sweet 

squash is excellent baked into pies or used as a vegetable. 

The plump seeds are also eaten. Its shell can be gray, green, 
orange, or white. Fruit shapes vary. Grown at over 8,000 

feet elevation fifty miles south of the Colorado border in the 
village of La Madera. These are a prized regional heirloom 

rarely found outside of Spanish mountain communities. 

Weight range: 5-25+ Ibs. 
TOMATO: Punta Banda (TM7). Though a bit out of 

our usual range, this meaty bush cherry tomato was col
lected in Punta Banda, Mexico, by NS/S member Jay Cutts. 
Growing wild near the ocean, this hardy plant survived there 

when native vegetation was dry. Its true origin likely will 
never be known, since true wild tomatoes fail to reach this 
size. In our New Mexico grow-out, almost all the 40 plants 

survived and thrived on only a few irrigations in sandy soil. 
Determinate low-foliage plants mass-produce Lough

skinned, tasty, large cherry tomatoes. 
WATERMELON: San juan Pueblo Mix (G8). Fruit 

weight varies from 1 pound to 1 0  pounds, and the meat can 

be red, pink or yellow. Seeds are tan, black, brown or 

speckled and tiny or large. Sweet, productive, and like a 

surprise package when cut open, these were obviously once 
separate varieties but are now raised as one. 

Forging Links with 

the Conservation Community 
This past fall, Native Seeds/SEARCH staff and board 

participated in two gatherings of conservation activists from 

across the West. 
The first conference, sponsored by Patagonia, Inc., was 

entitled "Tools for Grassroots Activists." Workshop topics 
included strategic planning, fundraising, creative advertis

ing, media relations, and investigative work. Using the 
successful NS/S grants program as a model, Development 

Director Andy Robinson led a session on grant proposal 

development. 
The second conference, organized by the Max & Anna 

Levinson Foundation, brought together more than 100 

groups from Arizona, New Mexico, and Sonora, Mexico. 
Participants discussed the pros and cons of creating a 
region-wide coalition to address environmental issues. 
Several committees formed at the conference are working to 
build the new (and tentatively named) Southwest Environ

mental Council into a strong regional voice for conserva
tion. Andy Robinson and board member Ben Jones repre

sented Native Seeds. 
Our thanks to both Patagonia and the Levinson Founda

tion for their vision and commitment to conservation. 



News & Notes 
Mark Klett Photo Exhibit. Mark Klett is exhibiting photos 

from his and Gary Paul Nabhan' s new book Desert Leg

ends: Re-storying the Sonoran Borderlands in the Ironwood 

Gallery at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum through 

March 6. Klett' s black-and-white pictures explore the 

borderlands as habitat rather than scenery. The gallery is 

open 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Admission is free to museum mem

bers. Nonmembers can call 883 -2702 for information. 

Welcome, New Board Members! The Native Seeds Board 

of Directors has been increased to 1 4  members. Doug 

B iggers of Tucson and David Ortiz Reyna of San Luis were 

elected to the board. At the same time, Nicasio Romero has 

moved on to new challenges with the end of his term. 

New Tucson Area Code. On March 1 9 ,  the telephone area 

code for Tucson (and all of Arizona outside the Phoenix 

area) will change to 520. Our telephone number will be 

522-327-9 1 23 .  Fax: 520-327-5 82 1 .  

Job Opening. After nine years of supervising grow-outs, 

processing collections, preserving our seed collection of 

some 1 300 varieties, and keeping alive Native Seeds 

traditions of friendship and good food, seed curator Linda 

Parker is leaving in May. We're looking for the right person 

to take on her j ob .  Applicants should have, at minimum, a 

B .S .  in Plant S ciences, as well as good computer skills, 

experience in seed processing and seed banking, supervi

sory skills and practical desert gardening experience. Send 

resumes to the attention of Jan at NS/S . 

New Staff: Kevin Gaither-Banchoff recently hired on as 

Development Coordinator and will be assisting with 

fundraising. Kevin is completing a master' s  degree in 

political science and recently served as campaign manager 

and fundraiser for a successful legislative candidate in his 

home state of Michigan. Welcome, Kevin ! 

The Society of Ethnobiology is holding its 1 8th annual 

conference in Tucson from March 1 5  to March 1 8 . Spon

sored by the Arizona State Museum and University of 

Arizona, the conference has as its theme "Culture and 

Biological Diversity." For more information, including 

registration fees and financial adjustments for Native 

Americans,  Latin American students, contact Suzanne K. 

Fish or Karen Adams at the museum. Phone: 602-62 1 -2556. 

The Human Face of Sustainable Agriculture: Adding 
People to the Environmental Agenda is a l 2-page issue 

paper from Center for Agroecology and Sustainable Food 

Systems at UC Santa Cruz. The paper addresses the 

relationship between food distribution and production, 

income distribution in U.S .  agriculture, and other social 

j ustice issues in the movement toward sustainable agricul

ture. Orders of up to 10 copies are free; more cost 50¢ each. 

U.  of CA, CASFS , 1 1 56 High St. , Santa Cruz, CA 95064. 
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Balloon Rise-Hot-air balloons from the annual International Balloon Fiesta held in Albuquerque 
each October rise over the Native Seeds/SEARCH New Mexico grow-out field. In the foreground is 
Navajo Copper Ceremonial Popcorn. We do not yet offer the corn because it is badly crossed. "We're 
working on it," says New Mexico Field Manager Brett Bakker, who also snapped the photo. 
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